
How to Prepare
for a Small Biz

Loan
 



Hi Pros,
We are going to go throught the steps

you need to take to get that small
business loan!



When it comes to obtaining a business loan, it
takes some preparation to set yourself up for
success. 
Make sure you steer your company in the right
direction from day one.Lenders look at two
things when it comes to loan applicants:
personal finances and business profits. 
Before you reach out to lenders, improve your
credit score, pay off debts, and organize
accounting records.

Prepare1.



2. Know Your Risk
Lending money to small businesses is riskier
than large corporations, which is one reason
small businesses have a tough time securing
loans. 
Here are some things that a bank will look at
which will decrease your chances of
obtaining a loan:
Collateral, low profits, new business,
unorganized records, poor credit history



3. Save Money Before
Taking on a Loan
You don’t want to get a loan and then be
unable to make repayments. One of the most
valuable small business loan tips to keep in
mind is to keep a cash reserve for loan
payments. Set some money aside in a
business savings account to stay on top of
payments.



Lenders often look at where
repayments will come from before

giving businesses a loan..Saving for
repayments protects you from

needing to use personal property as
collateral.



4. Understand Different Loan Types

 

The more you know about business loan types, the better chance
you have of finding the one you need. The best way to get a

business loan will depend on your unique situation, and the type
of loan that you’re pursuing.

Term Loans are lump sums that you pay back (with interest) over a set
amount of time.

 SBA Loans are flexible term loans endorsed by the Government
of Canada, Business Grants and Financing.



 

Short-term Loans are like term loans, but you pay them back in a
shorter amount of time.

 

Long-term Loans are larger amounts repaid over a long period with
low interest rates.

 

Business Lines of Credit only need to be repaid if you use
the money.

Equipment financing covers new and used equipment. 



5. Establish Relationships
It can be difficult for new small businesses to get a startup business loan. You can’t
show proof that your business will be profitable, making you a larger risk to lenders.
 
Forming relationships with lenders early on will increase your chances of obtaining a
business loan. 
 
Take advantage of what banks can offer your company, including business bank
accounts and credit cards. The more you work with your bank, the better lenders get
to know you, establishing trust.



6. Do Your Homework
There are a lot of different small business loans available.
Look at several lenders to find the one that is right for your
business.  Look at what each lender may offer in terms of

types, rates, and terms.



Worksheet

Question 1:Where am I financially? 

Question 2: What can I do to improve my
financial situation?

Question 3: What do I need the loan for?

Answer 1:

Answer 2:

Answer 3:



Worksheet

Question 5: How much money do I need to save?

Answer 4:

Answer 5:

Question 6 :What type of loan do I need?

Answer 6:

Question 4: How much money do I need to
borrow?

Answer 7:

Question 7:Who is my lender/contact?



Need a extra set of
Eyes?

Reach out and we can help
out!



Good Luck!


